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BOOK NOTICES

The Principles and Practice of Perimetry. Second Edition,
thoroughly revised. By LUTHER C. PETER. Philadelphia
and New York: Lea & Febriger. 281 pp., 161 engravings and
5 coloured plates. 1923.

While the general plan of the book remains unchanged, recent
work in connection with perimetry and allied subjects is reflected in
the numerous alterations and additions which have been made to
the second edition of Dr. Peter's well known treatise.

In the section on anatomy, Meyer's description of the temporal
loop of the optic radiations is adopted, while other important points
such as the l-evel at which fibres from corresponding retinal points
come together, and the single or double cortical representation of
the macula are, perhaps wisely, left without a definite expression of
opinion. A feature of the chapter on the technique of field-taking
is the strong advocacy of standardization of illumination and the
use of proper pre-exposure when colour tests are used. The Ferree-
Rand perimeter, which enables these precautions to be carried out,
is recommended as being greatly superior to other models and the
ordinary type of mechanical perimeter is referred to only to be
condemned.
The advantages of the larger projection of defects obtained by

using the Bjerrum screen at two metres is recognized, though the
employment of test objects subtending angles as large as five to
thirty minutes is advised as likely to avoid errors while losing
nothing in efficiency or accuracy. In our experience, however, we
have frequently found defects with an angle of two minutes which
were not demonstrable with five minutes, and as far as we are aware
no specific instance of error arising from the use of smaller angles
has ever been brought forwards.

Scotomata are divided into "indistinct," "relative," and
"absolute." In the first the test object is dimly seen, in the
relative type " form " is seen but colours are not recognized. The
advantage of this distinction, which depends almost entirely on the
test objects used, is not apparent.

In the section on the special pathology of fields we must confess
to some difficulty in following the description given of the field
changes in papilloedema and papillitis, but we are glad to note the
author's reserved attitude towards the question of the relationship
of field changes in pregnancy to pressure from enlargement of
the pituitary body and his omission of reference to a similar
hypothetical causation for Leber's disease, the site of which is
certainly sub-chiasmal as indicated.

Recent work has shown how much remains to be learned with
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regard to the anatomical, physiological and pathological factors
which underlie perimetric examination and interpretation, and in
bringing a book of this kind up to date the introduction of contro-
versial matter can hardly be avoided. The statement that the
expression object/distance as a record of the visual angle employed
is incorrect and misleading and has no value as a fraction is, how-
ever, surely somewhat hasty. It has apparently not been realized

1800
that the constant is understood, the full equation being A
O 180°
D X 5r In regard to the homonymous hemianopia of temporal
lobe lesions the defect is usually, but not always most advanced on
the homolateral side, an observation which weakens the author's
explanation of the incongruity.
The author's defence of colour testing is welcome and evidently

necessary in relation to a tendency developing in America to replace
colour testing or " qualitative" perimetry by the use of graduated
white objects or "quantitative" perimetry. European workers are
unfamiliar with the use of the term " quantitative " to exclude colour
testing, and Ronne, who introduced the expression, pointed out
clearly that white tests did not form a substitute for colour, and
that coloured objects should also be quantitatively employed.
Some useful illustrations have been added, especially the excellent

colour plate of opaque nerve fibres and the bibliography, which has
been enlarged, forms as before a valuable feature. A few misprints
have escaped notice. While the future will show what re-
consideration may be advisable, at the present time no ophthalmic
surgeon can afford-and no neurologist ought-to be without a book
on perimetry, and this new edition will receive a widespread and
hearty welcome.
G. B. Morgagni nella storia dell'Oculistica. By GUISEPPE

Ovio. Milano: Dottor Francesco Vallardi. 1923. pp. 8 and
278. Six plates and portrait of Morgagni.

A careful study of the work of him who was called " facile
princeps Anatomicorum" has shown, says Ovio, that his influence
in ophthalmology has been larger than is generally supposed,
and, therefore, he has felt it his duty to place it before his
colleagues in the full light of day. Morgagni's work seems to
him a centre towards which all preceding knowledge tended, and
from which succeeding studies have led gradually to our present
position.

In this little book, Ovio tries to establish this point of view;
his first section deals with the position of ophthalmic science up
to the time of Morgagni; the second section contains, arranged
in a schematic manner, the various observations and studies on
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points of ophthalmology which are found in Morgagni's various
works.

In the third section he deals critically with each point, and
shows how our modern knowledge is connected with that of
Morgagni.
Morgagni's investigations covered eleven parts of the field;

not only anatomy and physiology, human and compa,rative, but
also pathology interested him, and he may be called the founder
of pathological anatomy. He referred all questions of anatomy
to the best authority, the examination of the body itself, and thus
he was able to correct many erroneous ideas which were current.
The marshalling of the facts in the form that Ovio has chosen,

will carry conviction concerning his thesis, to everv impartial
reader. But the form is somewhat dry, and this will limit the
number of those who will become familiar with the book.

HAROLD GRIMSDALE.
Optotypes consisting of Test-letters and Pictographs for

measuring the Acuteness of Vision. By DR. JOHN GREEN
AND DR. A. E. EWING. London: Henry Kimpton. Thirty-
five engraved plates and an explanatory pamphlet of 24 pages.
Price 25s. 1923.

The foreword and first two sections of the pamphlet were
written by the late Dr. Green previous to his death in 1913.
Two hundred copies of the tests were published at the same time
but without the book. These copies were given to personal
friends. Dr. Ewing has now completed the book and reprinted
the tests, the letters from the original plates of 1886 and the
pictographs from the plates of 1902. The pamphlet explains the
mathematical basis on which the size of the letters and picto-
graphs as well as the distance at which they should be read have
been calculated. The test cards are well reproduced, and should
be found of considerable use in the accurate noting of subjective
tests. The pamphlet isodisfigured by some careless misprints,
onie of which occurs even on the cover.

CORRESPONDENCE

SEPSIS IN RELATION TO GLAUCOMA

To the Editor of THE BRITISH JOURNAL OF OPHTHALMOLOGY
SIR,-Perusal of the literature of glaucoma affords so many facts

suggesting a close association between this disease and sepsis that a
more thorough examination of the question is indicated.
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